**Food & Fun Package – Terms and conditions**

Night stays must be between July 1 and October 11, inclusively, and are dependent on room availability. Rates vary by hotel and are based on double occupancy for two nights. Certain restrictions and blackout dates may apply. Package rates do not include gratuities, fees or other charges not expressly mentioned as included in the offer. Package rates do not include taxes.

These deals are offered by various establishments located in the Greater Montréal area, and each deal is subject to the respective terms and conditions of each establishment. To purchase a package, you must visit the applicable establishment’s website and book your stay directly with that property. The use of third-party websites is subject to each website’s respective terms and conditions, including, but not limited to, their policies or practices regarding the use of personal information. Users are advised to read the terms and conditions of the third-party websites before using them. THE OFFICE DES CONGRÈS ET DU TOURISME DU GRAND MONTRÉAL IS NOT A PARTY TO ANY CONTRACTS INTO WHICH USERS MAY ENTER WITH PARTICIPATING ESTABLISHMENTS, AND ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SERVICE PROVIDED BY THESE ESTABLISHMENTS. The deals posted on this site reflect the information provided to us by the participating establishments and are subject to change by these participating establishments. While we make every effort to provide you with accurate, up-to-date information, we are not responsible for any changes or modifications made by the participating establishments. Partner deals are subject to change without notice. While supplies last.

This offer includes two (2) Passeport MTL cards (subject to the terms and conditions provided [here](#)) and one (1) $75 Visa Prepaid Credit Card (subject to the issuer's terms and conditions provided [here](#)) for purchases at participating MTLàTABLE restaurants, which will be presented to the purchaser upon arrival at the hotel establishment. Cancellation and reservation policies may vary depending on the participating establishment. It is your responsibility to inform yourself of the policies in effect. These deals are not valid for groups.